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Abstract
Internet voting protocol is the core of the Internet
voting systems. People are focusing on the
implementation of coercion-resistant. A coercionresistant protocol achieves not only receipt-free but
also defense against randomization, forced-abstention,
and simulation. In this paper, we present an Internet
voting protocol that achieves coercion-resistant with
few physical assumptions based on designated verifier
Proof and proof of knowledge that two ciphertexts are
encryption of the same plaintext. In the last we prove
that the protocol is invariableness, receipt-free and
coercion-resistant.

1. Introduction
With the popularization of Internet, a new voting
scheme called Internet voting is introduced. Internet
voting is that voting done by using a computer to cast a
ballot over the Internet. Internet voting can be
classified four types: remote Internet voting, kiosk
Internet voting, polling places Internet voting, and
precinct Internet voting. Unless otherwise indicated,
when we say Internet voting we mean remote Internet
voting.
Internet voting protocols is the key of the Internet
voting system. Internet voting protocol can be
classified into two types according as if they need
authority. One type needs not authority, such as [1].
This kind of protocols is fewer. The other type needs
authority, which can be categorized by different
technologies into three schemes: homomorphic
encryption scheme, blind signature scheme, Mix net
scheme.
Homomorphic encryption schemes [2~17] mainly
use the homomorphic encryption technology. The
voter cooperates with the authorities in order to
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construct an encryption of his vote. Due to
homomorphic property, an encryption of the sum of
the votes is obtained by multiplying the encrypted
votes of all voters. Finally, the result of the election is
computed from the sum of the votes, which is jointly
decrypted by the authorities. The purposes of
homomorphic encryption method are protection of the
voter's privacy and advancement of the efficacy of
tallying ballots. Generally the homomorphic
encryption scheme is not receipt-free
The blind signature is mainly used in blind
signatures schemes [18~25]. The voter firstly obtains a
token, a blindly signed message unknown to anyone
except himself. Next, the voter sends his token together
with his vote anonymously. These protocols require
voter’s participation in more rounds. The blind
signatures scheme is not receipt-free because the
blinding factor can be used to construct receipt.
Mix net schemes [8,13,26~,32] base on Mix net that
is to permute and modify the sequence of objects in
order to hide the correspondence between elements of
original and final sequence. It can be used to
implement anonymous channel.
The practical Internet voting protocols should have
the following properties:
Basic properties: privacy, completeness, soundness,
unreusability, fairness, eligibility, and invariableness.
Expanded properties: universal verifiability, receiptfree [2,18], coercion-resistant [12]
People are focusing on the implementation of these
properties. At present the hot point are how to realize
coercion-resistant with few assumptions and
constraints.
A lot of protocols use ad hoc physical assumption
or the trusted third party to accomplish receipt-free and
coercion-resistant properties. For example, one- or
two-way untappable channels and/or anonymous or
private channels, in [5,8,12,18,26]; third-party (trusted)
honest verifiers, in [35]; smart cards, in [29]; voting
booth, in [2,33]; the third randomizer, in [5,13,34];
tamper-resistant randomizer, in [9]; deniable
encryption, such as [38,40]
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Acquisti present a protocol in [10] that is better in
the implementation of the expanded prosperities. It
doesn't use strong physical assumption. Acquisti
protocol mainly applied designated verifier proof to
accomplish it. Voter can cheat the coercer by
producing a false credential. Owning to designate
verifier proof the coercer can't verify the proof. But
according to our analysis of Acquisti protocol, we find
that it has the following problems:
a. It is not invariableness.
In acquisti protocol the voter can use per credential
to vote many times. In other words the voter can use
per credential to vote the same ballot many times and
also can use per credential to vote different ballot many
times. In the tallying phrase the author only think
about the status that the voter uses per credential to
vote the same ballot many times. The other status
doesn't be considered in Acquisti protocol. On that
status the voter uses per credential to vote different
ballot many times we use the search algorithm in the
tallying phrase, the tally result may be different. So it
is not invariableness. This is an important problem.
b. It is not receipt-free and coercion-resistant.
According to the definition of coercion-resistant we
know that if Internet protocol is not receipt-free, it is
not coercion-resistant. So we first point that the
acquisti protocol is not receipt-free.
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So acquisti protocol is not receipt-free.
According to the definition of coercion-resistant the
acquisti protocol is not coercion-resistant.
In this paper we present an Internet voting protocol
that achieves coercion-resistant with few physical
assumptions.

2. The proposed Internet voting protocol
In order to solve these problems we propose a new
Internet voting protocol, which has the following
specialties: privacy, completeness, soundness, fairness,
invariableness, universal verifiability, receipt-free and
coercion-resistant with few physical constraints
The proposed Internet voting protocol applies the
Encryption technologies which include threshold
ElGamal cryptosystem, Mix net [27,36], homomorphic
encryption, proof of knowledge that two ciphertexts
are encryption of the same plaintext [5,10,11],
designated verifier Proof of knowledge for equality of
discrete logarithms [11].
We assume that the private key is private. There is a
one-way anonymous channel from authorities to the
voters in preparation phase.
Our proposed Internet voting protocol consists of
preparation phase, voting phase and tallying phase.

 Preparation phase!
Authority Ai creates L random numbers c,
representing shares of credentials, for each eligible
voter v j . We represent each share as ci , j , with

j = 1"" l for each Ai . For each ci , j , Ai performs
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two operations: first, it encrypts ci , j using PK

C

and appropriate secret randomization, signs the
C
i

resulting ciphertext with SK , and publishes it on
BB on a row publicly reserved for the shares of
credential of voter v j :

( E ( c )) SK
C

i, j

Ai

SK Ai represents the signature of authority Ai
Second, Ai also encrypts ci , j using PK

V

and

appropriate secret randomization, without signing it,
but attaching to it a designated verifier proof Pv j of
equality of plaintexts

E
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( ci, j ) and
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For each encrypted share of credential she
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 Tallying phase!
After the voting the authority computing:
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For each credential
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For t=1 to t :
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V
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in table 1.

In the proposed protocol the voter can use per
credential to vote the same ballot many times and also
can use per credential to vote different ballot many
times. But in the tallying phrase the search algorithm
can deal with the two statuses. The tallying result is not
variable. So it is invariableness.
 Receipt-free
In
the
proposed
protocol,
vj
V
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( ( ) )
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3. Properties analysis of the proposed
Internet voting protocol
Owning to the space limitation we only analyze
invariableness, receipt-free, coercion-resistant
 Invariableness
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v
V
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E

vj
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vj

. So the proposed protocol

is receipt-free.
 Coercion-resistant
According to definition of coercion-resistant,
firstly the proposed protocol is receipt-free, and then
we prove that it can prevent randomization attack,
forced-abstention attack and simulation attack.
(1) Randomization attack
Voter wants to prevent randomization attack. He
can generate a false credential to cheat coercer because
coercer can't recognize it true or false owning to the
specialty of designated verifier proof. Then voter can
use true credential to vote a ballot. So the protocol can
prevent randomization attack.
(2) Forced-abstention attack
According to protocol coercer can't know if voter
has registered based on BB and if voter has vote. So
the protocol can prevent forced-abstention attack.
(3) Simulation attack
Coercer can vote on voter behalf after getting
private key of voter. But we suppose that the private
key of voter is secret in our protocol. So the protocol
can prevent simulation attack.

4. Conclusion
The secure and practical Internet voting protocols
should have the following properties: privacy,
completeness, soundness, unreusability, fairness,
eligibility, and invariableness, universal verifiability,
receipt-free, coercion-resistant. The hot point is
implementation of receipt-free and coercion-resistant
without strong physical assumptions. In this paper we
propose a new Internet voting protocol with the
properties of invariableness, receipt-free and coercionresistant, which promote the development of Internet
voting protocols.
In the future we will work on the Internet voting
secure model based on Applied PI calculus.
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